
 
 
 
 

Core Path 31 – Seggersdean – Morham Village 

 

Route Description (north-south) 
OS Map 66, this right of way lies on the SE edge of Haddington and links it with the hamlet of Morham (no facilities). 

Distance. 5km – 3 miles 

Terrain. mostly good and flat, on farm tracks and / or field margins. One poor area of wet ground and scrub 

immediately S of crossing the Bearford Burn.  

Access . An off road route through farmland. Cattle are farmed between Seggersdean and Bearford and you may 

have to cross 2 fields containing cattle, so be prepared. The cattle can largely be avoided by missing the first section 

of the right of way, instead walking along the minor road (white road on map) that runs NW-SE to West Bearford. 

 This route has many stone stiles and gates and is not recommended for cycling nor horse riding as a result.  

Following pages – photo points of route. 
 (all images, October 2016) 
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3. Looking W back to field adjacent to West Bearford 

farm. The gate is tied shut with barbed wire and this 

field you go through will occasionally have cattle in it 

1. View looking W back to start of 

route close to Seggersdean farm 

2. Looking E along track towards West 

Bearford farm 

4. Having negotiated cattle field, you come out to a 

junction, head E towards the cottages 

5. Near the cottages, go right through a field 

gate. Follow the mown path along and down 

to a kissing gate. 

6. This view shows you Northrig cottages in the 

distance. To get there you first cross this field, going 

(over a bridge) over the Bearford Burn and a boggy 

section on the other side. Then scramble up the slope 



 
 
 
 

          

 

    

 

               

7. Looking N back to Northrig farm  

10. ...going around a large field 

8. ...and looking S 

9. You come down this slope and then turn left 

11. The track meets the road to Morham 

church via some awkward stone steps. 

Turn left down the road 

12. Looking N back to Morham church, where you pass a 

couple of private houses before going through this gate 



 
 
 
 
 

    

 

 

                    

 

14. A second stone stile lies at the corner of 

the stone wall, take care climbing. 

13. View S. You pass through a second gate, then follow a 

slope uphill. At the top double back right to a stone wall 

16. The route ends with you coming over a 3rd 

stone stile, down to the roadside at Morham. 

15. Cross a field and then go through a gate 

and along this track 


